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HARVESTING
Sign up to become part of a Harvesting 
Team at Penn State Lehigh Valley (SF-
Zones@psu.edu). Buckets and Nets will 
be provided. Also a wet shop-vac with 
a laundry detergent+water solution can 
be used. Just bring yourself, protective 
outdoor gear (Hat and boots + Sun-
screen) and your cellphone. Check for 
updates on HARVESTING expeditions on 
the Campus Arts Webpage: campusarts.
psu.edu

EXTRACTING preparation (1)
After harvesting your Spotted Lanternfly 
Specimens, place specimens in the freez-
er for two days. This will eliminate repro-
duction and prevent eggs from hatching. 
After two days, defrost specimens, and 
gently spread the wings for extracting. 
If your Team has any questions please 
contact: SFZones@psu.edu. Check for 
updates on EXTRACTING Workshops on 
the Campus Arts Webpage: campusarts.
psu.edu

EXTRACTING processing (2)
Spread Spotted Lanternfly Specimens 
wings and use tweezers to gently remove 
the wing base from the specimen body. 
Remove both the fore-wings and the 
back-wings trying to touch the wings as 
little as possible to eliminate damage . 
If your Team has any questions please 
contact: SFZones@psu.edu. Check for 
updates on EXTRACTING Workshops on 
the Campus Arts Webpage: campusarts.
psu.edu

EXTRACTING procedure
Make sure your Spotted Lanternfly wings 
do not get damaged. Hold the wings 
in the palm of your hand and curl your 
fingers over them but not touching 
them. This will eliminate wing damage. 
Do not be in a rush. Work slowly. If your 
Team has any questions please contact: 
SFZones@psu.edu. Check for updates on 
EXTRACTING Workshops on the Cam-
pus Arts Webpage: campusarts.psu.edu

SORTING
Sort the forewings and the back-wings 
into two groups. Wings will be organized 
around three concentric circles in any 
order you would like. Take a close look 
at your wings … find matching textures, 
colors, or design elements that could 
be placed on the concentric lines.  After 
harvesting your Spotted Lanternfly 
Specimens. If your Team has any ques-
tions please contact: SFZones@psu.edu. 
Check for updates on EXTRACTING PAT-
TERNS on the Campus Arts Webpage: 
campusarts.psu.edu

PINNING
Gently pin Spotted Lanternfly wings in 
concentric circles on your “Ground.” 
Your “Ground” is a form provided by 
Penn State Lehigh Valley. Each team will 
receive one or two forms and colored 
team pins. These forms will be picked up 
when complete and ready for installa-
tion. Direct questions to SFZones@psu.
edu. Check for updates on PINNING, 
EXTRACTING and HARVESTING Work-
shops at campusarts.psu.edu

INSTALLATION PROCEDURE
Each Team completes one or more 
forms. These modular forms are assem-
bled into large 10 foot x 10 foot circles 
and other circles varying in size from 3 
foot x 3 foot and 5 foot x 5 foot. If your 
Team has any questions please contact: 
SFZones@psu.edu. Check for updates on 
INSTALLATION DATES at www.campu-
sarts.psu.edu All the forms will be picked 
up from teams and their construction 
sites three weeks before installation. 
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